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AMENDMENT THREE (3) IFB042SPRC21(C)—Resurfacing and 
Restriping of Various Recreational Courts in the St. Croix District, U.S. 
Virgin Islands 
 

 
INSERT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: 

 
 
Question: On removing and replacing of the tennis court net posts, if you can 

provide a spec sheet on planting the new pole. How deep the pole should 
be and how wide the hold is. As we will need to use a mini excavator to 
remove the old poles. 

 
Answer: The contractor is left at his or her width to employ the best means when 

executing the work. However, if the contractor chooses to use an 
excavator for post holes, then the contractor will be required to prove that 
the excavation around the fence footing is well compacted to a proctor of 
90% or better. 

  
 Below are some fencing requirements: 
 

Height 
(ft.) 

Footing 
dia. 
(in.) 

Line 
Post 
dia. 
(in.) 

Footing 
depth 
(ft.) 

Terminal 
Post 

Nom. 
dia. (in.) 

Rail 
Nom. 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Wire 
gauge 

Mesh 
size 

Tie 
Wire 

Spacing 
(in.) 

Material 
of 

Const. 
(Galv.) 

4 12 2 4 4 1.5 6 2 15 SCH 40 

6 12 2 4 4 1.5 6 2 15 SCH 40 

10 18 2 6 6 1.5 6 2 15 SCH 40 
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Question: On the courts that have root damage, please provide scope and drawing 
how to fix the problem. 

 
-removal of asphalt and dispose 
-excavate the dirt and roots 

   -what product to use on blocking the roots from not going in the direction 
of the court 
-compaction spec  
-asphalt spec (how much inches of base and how much inches of fine) 

  
Answer: The scope of work for these projects is a rehabilitation project. As a result, 

the contractor is expected to use the best and most cost-effective means of 
completing the work. 

   
-All construction material shall be properly disposed of at the island 
landfills. 
-The excavation should be limited to the damage areas. 
-The Contractor shall sterilize the area where roots are removed to prevent 
future growth. This is even more important in areas of fichus type plant 
growth. 
-Any asphalt repair undertaken should be done to match the existing 
pavement. The base course should be compacted to a 95% proctor and a 
minimum thickness of 1 inch. The maximum aggregate size of 3/8 in and a 
minimum of ¼ in. After completion, the finish course should be 1 inch 
minimum. 

 
 
Question: Roots have damaged some of the courts. Do we need to remove the roots 

so no further damage is done to the asphalt surface? If yes, please add to 
the scope of work. 

 
Answer: Yes, the scope is to remove damaged asphalt, de-root the area, add base 

rock as needed, recompact base, finish with asphalt brought to grade with 
existing court area. 

 
 
Question: When removing the tennis pole and replacing with new tennis poles, 

please provide a spec on the new install. Size of hole, width and height 
and psi of concrete. 

 
Answer: This shall be done in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the 

American Sports Builders Association. 
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Question: When removing old tennis poles, some of the asphalt will be damaged. Do 
we need to replace it with asphalt or can we pour concrete to the level of 
the court and coat? 

 
Answer: Concrete shall be left low to allow room for asphalt. Asphalt needs to be 

patched entirely with court patch binder prior to fiberglass membrane 
application. 

 
 
Question: For courts that are extremely uneven and wavy (for example, refer to the 

basketball court at location A) will excavation and repour of asphalt or 
concrete be added to the scope of work? 

 
Answer: The scope will not be revised to add excavation. However, if excavation is 

your choice of remedy, please comply with the specs as outlined in a 
previous response above. 

 
 
Question: At location A, the scope of work calls for replacement of tennis court 

posts and nets. There are no tennis courts at this location, however there 
are volleyball courts, and one of the volleyball posts is broken. Will the 
scope of work be calling to replace the volleyball post and nets? 

 
Answer: The line item in the scope of work should read “remove and replace 

volleyball court net posts and net” 
 
 
Question: The scope of work calls for replacing tennis court nets, will the scope also 

be calling for replacement of basketball hoop nets? 
 
Answer: No. 
 
 
Question: At location I (Campo Rico) one of the basketball hoops as fallen over and 

the other basketball hoop has no backboard. Will the scope of work be 
calling for repairs on the basketball hoops? 

 
Answer: No. 
 


